CLEANING PRODUCTS
EP Henry offers a complete line of cleaners from Techniseal to maintain the beauty of your pavers.

PROFESSIONAL GRADE OIL & GREASE REMOVER
• Dislodges set petroleum-based products, motor and hydraulic oil

PAVER PREP/EFFLORESCENCE CLEANER
• Dislodges efflorescence and ground-in dirt
• Ensures even cleaning and brightens the color
• Automatic dilution with adaptable sprayer*
• Recommended PRIOR TO PROTECTOR

PAVER RESTRAINT
ADVANTAGES OF THE SNAP EDGE RESTRAINT SYSTEM:
• One piece system does it all; straight, curves, or even a complete radius, without waste
• An 8” piece transports easily and requires no extra connectors
• Open base design allows for grass growth along paver edge creating a strong yet invisible edge
• Patented snap and spike together ends for a secure connection and extra support
• Rugged injection molded plastic ensures the strongest edge designed for vehicular and patio/walkway applications
• Can be installed before or after the pavers have been laid
• Easy to install with common 8”-12” landscape spike
• Convenient and efficient packaging, easy to handle

SAND STABILIZERS
TECHNI-SEAL POLYMERIC SANDS
Techni-Seal offers two high quality Polymeric Sand products for pavement joints. Both resist erosion of joints, inhibit weed growth, and resist insect penetration. They are available in three colors: Tan, Urban Gray (Carbon) and Granite (Gray).

HP NEXT GEL JOINTING SAND
Techni-Seal now offers Next Gel, designed for wider joint applications and areas with heavy slopes, high traffic areas and high humidity. The revolutionary technology behind Next Gel provides these benefits:
• No dust, haze or waste
• False or wide joints from 1/16” to 4”
• 50% faster wetting & 40% faster installation

SMARTSAND® with Next Gel Technology
Cost-effective alternative to HP Next Gel, when a high-performance sand is not required. Its “quick activation” formula makes it ideal for everyday installations, such as residential driveways, patios and walkways.
• Easy Sweep and no haze
• Pedestrian and low-traffic areas
• Paver joints from 1/16” to 1”

SEPARATION FABRIC
Mirafi ® 500x geotextile fabric is recommended for use with all paver installations. Its primary purpose is to keep the base material from working its way into the soil underneath, thus reducing the possibility of settling.

The material should be flat over the excavated area, with as few wrinkles as possible, and turned up on the sides to cover the sides of the stone base material. It will also prevent migration of the bedding sand into cracks, joints, and weep holes in or next to the pavement.

This product, which costs only pennies per square foot, is an inexpensive insurance policy for your pavement.

Note: See diagram of typical installation on page 2.

PAVEMENT ACCESSORIES
EP Henry has researched many lines of accessory products for use with our pavers and wall systems. While there may be other similar products on the market, please note that EP Henry approves and recommends using only those accessory products shown in our catalog.

A NOTE ABOUT PAVER ACCESSORIES
EP Henry has researched many lines of accessory products for use with our pavers and wall systems. While there may be other similar products on the market, please note that EP Henry approves and recommends using only those accessory products shown in our catalog.

Note: See diagram of typical installation on page 2.